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Abstract
Objective: The objective of this study was to assess the inﬂuence of encapsulation of cis-bis(isothiocyanato)(2,2'-bipyridyl-4,4'-dicarboxylato)(4,4'-di-nonyl-2'bipyridyl) ruthenium(II) (Z907 dye) to macrocycle cucurbit[7]uril (CB7) (host) on
the performance of nanocrystalline titanium dioxide (nc-TiO2 )/ poly3-hexylthiophene
(P3HT) heterojunction solar cell. Method: Two solar cells composed of ﬁve layers with and without the encapsulation of Z907 dye on the top of TiO2 ﬁlm were
used. The admittance spectroscopy was measured at diﬀerent frequencies to
conﬁrm the modiﬁcation of the interfacial layers' properties in solar cells. Findings: The results demonstrated diﬀerent capacitance responses depending on
the voltage applied to the devices. The encapsulated device had a higher capacitance response to forward bias and reverse bias than the non-encapsulated
device at the same frequency. The negative capacitance of the two devices
was also observed. The results were attributed to an increase in the accumulation of charge carriers and the formation of electric dipoles at the junction
which rapidly decreased the capacitance to negative values. Application: This
study demonstrated that using encapsulation of dye improved the solar cells'
maximum electric power to 0.14mW/cm2 , while it was 0.04 mW/cm2 in the
non-encapsulated solar cells.
Keywords: Solar cells; Junction capacitance; X-ray diﬀraction; SEM
micrograph; Geometric capacitance

1 Introduction
The efficiency of dye-sensitised solar cells (DSSCs) depends on parameter such as the
band gap, molecular structure, morphology, and thickness of the components (hole
transport layer, dyes, and oxide materials) (1–4) . Oxide materials (such as CeO2 , ncTiO2 , ZnO, and SnO2 ) are electron acceptors used as layers that are deposited directly
onto TCO or mixed with a hole conductor to form a larger surface area and greater interfacial electron separation (5,6) . However, DSSCs can be challenging to fabricate, The formation of closely packed dye aggregates via intermolecular interactions on the surface
can minimise the interfacial charge recombination dynamics at the junction between
the polymer and dye layer (7,8) . To overcome these challenges, many studies have been
conducted to avoid dye aggregation in DSSCs. Seigoito (9) reported that ruthenium
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complexes (black dye and N719) demonstrate the best results using chenodeoxycholic acid (CDCA), which functions as an antiaggregation reagent and improves the photovoltaic effect. Water in the dye solution significantly decreases surface dye aggregation, improving solar cell performance of N719 (10) . In the previous studies (3) , the best solar cell performance was achieved
in films with the highest RMS roughness and a columnar morphology, the highest external quantum efficiencies (EQEs), and
open circuit voltage compared with smoother nc-TiO2 films. In addition, the encapsulation of the guest (dye) molecule inside
the host’s organic molecules (supramolecular) prevents dye aggregation and obtains more optimal DSSC performance (11) . We
demonstrated that the encapsulation of Z907 dye (guest) inside macrocycle cucurbit[7]uril (CB7) (host) can modify the interfacial properties of DSSCs. It decreases the dye aggregation effect between P3HT infused into mesoporous nanocrystalline
titanium dioxide (nc-TiO2 ). Devices with and without host-guest complexes have been studied using admittance spectroscopy
analysis. Comparing the AC and DC characteristics of the devices confirmed that the encapsulation of dye may improve the
performance of DSSCs

2 Device fabrication
Figure 1 shows the molecular structures of the materials used to fabricate the devices. The deceives were composed of five
layers. The bottom electrode was fluorine-doped tin oxide (SnO2 :F) coated with a thin, compact layer of titanium dioxide
TiO2 deposited using spray pyrolysis. Nc-TiO2 (Ti-nanoxide T) sol-gel was spread over the compact TiO2 layer using doctor
◦
blade technique and treated at 450 C for 30min (12) . The nc-TiO2 film’s colour changed from whitish to yellowish and then
became transparent. The film was soaked in CB7 solution with a concentration of 0.8 mM in pure H2 O for 12 h (13) . Before
sensitising the resulting layer, the CB7/nc-TiO2 film was dried under a nitrogen flow for 3 min. The CB7/nc-TiO2 film was
then soaked in a solution of 10 mg ruthenium 535 and 50mL of pure ethanol. The film was then rinsed in ethanol and dried
under a nitrogen stream. A 1ml drop of p-type organic semiconductor P3HT in chloroform (15 mgmL-1) was placed onto
the surface of the sensitized layer and left for several seconds prior to spinning at 1000 rpm. The device was completed by
evaporating gold electrodes with an area of 3mm2 onto the P3HT. A Keithley model 307 source measurement unit and an
Agilent E4980A precision LCR meter were used to study the current vs the voltage and the capacitance vs the voltage under
different conditions respectively. A xenon lamp was used to illuminate the devices. The X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were
obtained using a Seifert 3003 TT diffract meter operating at 40 kV and 40 mA. The nc-TiO2 thin film’s microstructure was
assessed by a Cambridge Stereoscan-360 scanning electron microscope operating at 20 kV.

Fig 1. Chemical structure of macrocyclecucurbit[7]uril (CB7), ruthenium (Z907dye), and poly(3-hexylthiophene)(P3HT)

3 Results
Figure 2 shows the X-ray diffraction spectroscopy (XRD) patterns of the mesoporous non-crystalline titanium dioxide (ncTiO2 ) coated on a glass substrate with 2θ = 20-80. The sample’s XRD patterns exhibited diffraction angles (peak positions)
corresponding to the anatase phase of TiO2 . This agreed with JCPDS card no. 21-1272 (anatase TiO2 ) and the XRD patterns of
TiO2 nanoparticles reported in the literature (14) . The peak positions occurred at 25◦ , 48◦ and 54◦ . The three peaks were indexed
to the (101), (200), and (105) lattice planes of the nc-TiO2 , respectively. The grain sizes of the nc-TiO2 film were computed by
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applying Scherrer’s formula to the high-intensity peak (15) . The crystal size (C.S) was equal to equation (1).
9λ
(1)
B cos θ
where λ is the X-ray wavelength, B is the full width at half maximum (FWHM), and θ is the diffraction angle. Using the TT
diffractometer’s software, the C.S was 12 nm with a FWHMof0.0126, a radius 2θ = 25.57o , and λ =0.156nm.
C.S =

Fig 2. XRD patterns of the nc-TiO2 film

Figure 3 shows SEM micrographs of the nc-TiO2 film coated with a compact TiO2 /SnO2 :Fn layer. The film surface consisted
of agglomerates of nano sized particles (grains) distributed on the substrate surface. The SEM image revealed that the film’s
surface was rough because of these nano particles. That increased the interfacial area between the holes and electron transport
layers by improving the dye penetration through the nano paces that formed at the particle interfaces. Figure 3 shows the
cross-sectional area of the nc-TiO2 film deposited using a scalpel. It is clear that the thickness of the nc-TiO2 dominated the
device’s entire thickness. Its thickness was almost 1.7 µ m, similar to values reported in the literature. The influence of the Ru
dye encapsulation on the sample’s surface can been seen clearly in the device’s capacitance spectra.

Fig 3. (a) Top view and (b) cross-sectional SEM images of the nc-TiO2 film

Figure 4 presents the capacitance vs voltage measurements of the P3HT/Rudye/CB7/nc-TiO2 solar cells at three different
fixed frequencies. The devices were under reverse bias when the voltage was 1V to 0V and under forward bias from0 V to1V. In three cases, the devices’ capacitance was dominated by the dielectric constant of layers of solar cells under reverse bias.
Therefore, the capacitance was independent of the applied voltage. The capacitance further increased at an applied voltage of
-0.8V at frequencies of 10 KHz and 1KHz. In the latter case, the capacitance increased to a maximum before decreasing to zero
at 1000Hz. It then decreased rapidly to become negative at 0 voltage bias at a frequency of 20Hz. That may have been due to the
interfacial properties contribution to the total capacitance.
Figure 5 presents the variations in the ways the capacitance changed with the voltage applied on electrode of non-encapsulated
device (P3HT/Rudye/nc-TiO2 solar cells). The devices’ different electron contacts. A sudden increase occurred and the maximum capacitance shifted to higher forward voltages as the frequency increased, although the capacitance decreased significantly
https://www.indjst.org/
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Fig 4. Capacitance vs voltage characteristics of the 3HT/Z907dye/CB7/nc-TiO2 at 10kHz, 1KHz, and 20Hz

less. The capacitance was almost constant at an applied voltage of 10 KHz and started to increase slowly at -1.3V, higher by 0.4V
than the encapsulated device. By decreasing the frequency to 1000Hz and 20 Hz, these solar cells demonstrated behaviour similar to the encapsulated device, although the negative capacitance value was smaller than one order of magnitude at -1.5V and
20Hz and did not decrease the capacitance at 1000Hz.

Fig 5. Capacitance vs voltage characteristics of the P3HT/Z907dye/nc-TiO2 at 10kHz,1KHz, and 20Hz

In the literature, the frequency dispersion during capacitance-voltage measurements of solar cells has been well documented (16) . Generally, if the AC voltage of the angular frequency ω is applied across the solar cells, their bands will change
as function of the voltage (17) . It depends on the charges flowing through the interfacial layers where the generation or recombination of charges occurs. From the results of the study and the literature, the solar cells’ equivalent circuit may have fit the
dispersion of combinations of resistors and capacitors shown in Figure 6. Cj and Rj represent the junction capacitance and
resistance, Cg and Rg indicate the geometric resistance and capacitance, and Rs is the series resistance of the substrate and
electrodes. The complex admittance (Cole-Cole plot) of the two devices at zero bias was also investigated.
Figure 7 shows two Cole-Cole curves revealing dispersion between 100Hz to 40Hz, which was more obvious in the nonencapsulated device corresponding to the region with almost constant loss. At low frequencies, additional dispersion occurred,
increasing the devices’ capacitance and loss. The two processes were caused by the components and interfacial layers since the
https://www.indjst.org/
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Fig 6. SimplifiedDC equivalent circuit of the P3HT/Z907 dye/CB7/nc-TiO2 solar cells

whole conductor in the solar cells was a p-type organic semiconductor, P3HT, and nc-TiO2 electron transport material (17,18)
. Similar to Theivasanthi’s study (14) , flat capacitive responses occurred with respect to high frequency and under reveres bias
condition. It was dominated by the geometrical structure of the capacitor (Cgeo ). At a high frequency, the capacitance was
constant, which was attributed to the thermal generation and recombination of charge carriers and did not follow the AC
modulation.

Fig 7. Cole-Cole plot of the(a) P3HT/Z907dye/CB7/nc-TiO2 and (b)P3HT/Z907/nc-TiO2 solar cells

According to previous studies (3,18,19) , the interfacial region’s properties cannot be investigated at reverse bias and high frequencies. The data demonstrated that the capacitance increased with the voltage, and the dispersion of the Cole-Cole plot
appeared at low frequencies. This behaviours may be explained using the equivalent circuit in Figure 8. Solar cells have two
main regions: junction and bulk regions. At frequencies below 7.5 kHz, the high resistivity of the nc-TiO2 and P3HT phase
shunt its bulk region capacitance and dominate the junction capacitance and whole measurements. The appearance of junction
capacitance depends on defect states within the band gap and the accumulation of charge density near the interfaces (18) . In this
study, the encapsulated device demonstrated higher capacitance response to forward bias than the non-encapsulated device at
the same frequency. That was evidence of the encapsulating dye on the nc-TiO2 suppressing the dye aggregation on its surface
which is undesirable in these types solar cells and can affect the concentration of accumulation charge at the interfaces and
the and the way of following states the ac signal. To investigate the transfer charge dynamic through the interfacial layers, the
devices’ capacitance was measured as a function of the frequency at different voltage biases. Figures 8 and 9 show the capacitance frequency plots of the two devices. The voltage was applied on the SnO2 : Fn electrodes. The forward bias condition started
from 0V to -1V as the reverse bias condition increased from 0V to 1V. In the two devices, the series resistance and bulk region
capacitance of the components dominated the high-frequency capacitance. The measured capacitance decreased because the
frequency was lower than the charge carriers’ relaxation time. In this case, the junction capacitance contributed to the overall
https://www.indjst.org/
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capacitance. The decrease was ascribed to charge carriers that lagged behind the AC field variations at the junction. That was
because the junction capacitance was controlled by the region of depleted capacitance and the decrease in the charge carriers
that accumulated at the junction at frequencies ranging from 100Hz to 20 Hz at -0.8V. However, at -1.5V, the low-frequency
capacitance was dominated by the diffusion capacitance because of the absence of the depletion region. This was caused by the
accumulation of charge carriers at the interfaces. The results demonstrate the high negative capacitance in encapsulated device
because 1) the encapsulating dye enabled the injection of accumulated charge carriers and 2) dipoles were present at the junctions (20,21) . This decreased the capacitance in the negative region and increased the loss in the solar cells without encapsulating
dye by more than three times.

Fig 8. Capacitance-frequency characteristics of the P3HT/Z907dye/CB7/nc-TiO2 solar cells at -0.8V and -1.5V

Fig 9. Capacitance-frequency characteristics of the P3HT/Z907dye/nc-TiO2 solar cells at -0.8V and -1.5V

The devices’ power characteristics are presented in Figure 9. The encapsulated device’s maximum electric power increased
from 0.04mW/cm2 to 0.14mW/cm2 , 150% improvement. These results confirmed that the CB7and dyes’host-guest complexes
increased the exciton (hole electrons) injection of the Z907 dye into the of TiO2

Fig 10. Electric power vs voltage applied to the P3HT/CB7/Z907dye/TiO2 solar andP3HT/Z907dye/TiO2 solar cells
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4 Conclusion
Encapsulation of the Z907dye-sensitised TiO2 surface changed the interfacial layers of the P3HT/Z907dye/TiO2 solar cells,
causing a higher capacitance response to forward bias and higher r negative capacitance than in the non-encapsulated device
at the same frequency. That was considered evidence that the encapsulating dye on the nc-TiO2 suppressed the dye aggregation
on its surface. It also generated higher electric power in the encapsulated solar cells than on the unmodified TiO2 surface.
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